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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates whole-system persistence (WSP) that en-
sures hassle-free crash consistency for all programs while simul-
taneously leveraging both advantages of the non-volatile memory
technologies: high-density and in-memory persistence. Despite the
promising characteristics, there are two challenges that must be
addressed to make WSP a reality. First, programs must be able to
resume the execution from where they had a failure. Second, failure
recovery must be offered to any program including the OS in a
transparent manner while minimizing persistence overheads.

To this end, this paper presents Capri, a compiler and architec-
ture co-designed scheme for region-level whole-system persistence.
First, the Capri compiler partitions program into a series of regions
whose boundaries serve as recovery points. Then, the Capri ar-
chitecture provides the regions with crash consistency through
hardware-based atomic updates. Finally, with the novel interplay
between the architecture and the compiler, Capri provides failure
atomicity on the cheap, i.e., with 0%, 12.4%, and 9.1% performance
overheads for SPEC CPU2017, STAMP, and Splash3 benchmarks,
respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Advanced non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies, such as In-
tel’s Optane PMem [3], provide both high-density and in-memory
persistence, realizing the full potential to unify the main memory
and storage devices. This leads to the advent of persistent memory
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programming for so-called partial-system persistence (PSP), e.g.,
Optane’s app-direct mode, where DRAM is used as the main mem-
ory while NVM serves as a persistent heap. In PSP, programmers
must delineate a piece of code which requires crash consistency
and explicitly manage both volatile and non-volatile data (objects)
using dedicated interfaces such as pmalloc or persistent transac-
tions [11, 17–19, 26, 29, 46, 78, 79]. However, the persistent memory
programming is difficult and often necessitates custom data struc-
ture design and application-specific recovery code tailored to par-
ticular data structures [28, 31, 42, 49, 65, 70], thus being limited to a
small set of programs such as in-memory index structures/databases
or key-value stores [4, 5, 12, 30, 38, 40, 41, 43, 56, 60, 77, 82].

1.1 Motivation
Unfortunately, this limitation hinders most users from readily tak-
ing advantage of both high-density and in-memory persistence of
NVM. With that in mind, as an alternative to the app-direct mode,
Intel proposes amemory mode, where DRAM is vertically integrated
as a cache on top of NVM. In particular, since NVM here is used as
the high-density yet volatile main memory [3], it does not provide
in-memory persistence at all. This implies that in the memory mode,
users have no choice but to put up with data loss in case of power
failure, unless they resort to the app-direct mode at the expense of
the persistent memory programming difficulty.

To solve the problems, this paper studies whole-system per-
sistence (WSP) that simultaneously enables high-density and in-
memory persistence and satisfies the following requirements. First,
WSP must be able to restore the entire system on failure recovery
no matter how deep the volatile cache and memory hierarchy is as
in off-chip DRAM cache as Optane’s memory mode. Second, fail-
ure recovery should be offered to any programs (instead of being
limited to in-memory databases and key-value stores) in a software-
transparent manner, which is desired as a variety of recent works
confirm that persistent programming is error-prone [20, 57–61, 67].

1.2 Limitation of state-of-the-art approaches
The key approach to achieving whole-system persistence is to flush
all data in volatile media (e.g., register files, CPU caches, and DRAM)
into non-volatile memory before the impending power failure. For
example, Narayanan et al. proposed to use residual energy and
persist all volatile status when power is about to be cut off [66].
Similarly, Intel recently announced extended ADR (eADR) support
that includes on-chip caches in the persistent domain [1]. However,
it turns out that eADR must secure an excessive amount of residual
energy [7] to persist the deep cache hierarchy of HPC manycore
processors, which gets worse for the off-chip DRAM cache as in
the memory mode of Intel Optane. Apart from that, eADR does
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not protect other volatile states such as register files and internal
buffers in the processor pipeline. This limitation makes it practically
impossible to realize whole-system persistence at low cost.

1.3 Overall Design
To this end, this paper proposes Capri, a compiler and architecture
co-design scheme that achieves region-level whole-system persistence.
Capri partitions programs into a series of regions, where each region
boundary serves as a recovery point. For this purpose, the Capri
compiler inserts region boundary instructions to delineate the re-
gion formation. Furthermore, it instruments register-checkpointing
instructions required for resuming the power-interrupted programs
from the last committed and persisted region boundaries after fail-
ure recovery. Then, all store instructions within a region are care-
fully handled by hardware, which leverages the hardware non-
volatile proxy buffer as the safety net to prevent partial updates.
The proxy buffer guarantees that modified data in a region are
not released to the non-volatile main memory before the region is
completed.

Capri’s region formation and proxy buffer showcase a novel in-
terplay between compiler and architecture, enabling whole-system
persistence without program changes while simultaneously lever-
aging high-density and in-memory persistence. That is, the Capri
compiler uses the number of stores as a region criterion, i.e., the re-
sulting regions contain nomore than the threshold number of stores
therein (e.g., 256 by default, including both regular and checkpoint-
ing stores). This threshold determines the hardware proxy buffer
size and prevents overflow, rendering hardware design simpler.

Challenge #1: Stale Read Prevention. Previous studies with
two data paths to NVM (e.g., the regular data path through caches
and the new persist path from proxy buffers) have decided to drop
dirty cache blocks on their last-level cache eviction (from the regular
path) to simplify the sequential persist order [10, 25, 34, 35, 45,
64, 71]. However, such a design decision complicates the NVM
read operations—whenever searching data in NVM, it must look
up the proxy buffer simultaneously, increasing both read latency
and energy consumption. Such indirect read has been mitigated in
various ways, e.g., HW bloom filter [35, 64], cache coherence [45],
or speculation [34], but they all come at the cost of significant
hardware and software complexity.

Solution #1: Undo+Redo Logging. Capri eliminates the indi-
rect read problem by allowing NVM updates from the both dirty
cache writeback and the proxy buffer. Therefore, memory loads
and stores happen in the same way as the commodity architec-
ture. However, dirty cache writeback may break correctness by
persisting regions out of order (see Section 5.4). To preserve crash
consistency with this distinctive architecture, Capri uses undo+redo
logging that keeps data of both before and after the update. Thus,
even if the dirty cache writeback persists regions out of order, the
undo value (e.g., before the update) can safely restore the previous
state across a power failure.

Challenge #2: Checkpoint Overheads. By its nature, whole-
system persistence (in line with persistent memory programs [7, 8,
23, 25, 34, 45, 64, 71]) should come with performance overheads—
compared to volatile execution—and complex hardware changes

to control the persist order. For example, with WSP, all store in-
structions in a region must be reflected inside the non-volatile main
memory before proceeding to the next region. Furthermore, register-
checkpointing stores incur non-negligible pressure to NVM, leading
to a substantial slowdown. Therefore, the primary design goal of
Capri is to lengthen the region size as much as possible to lessen
checkpointing stores. The longer regions are desirable since they re-
duce the number of checkpointing stores and unburden the pipeline
by less dynamic instruction counts.

Solution #2: Compiler Optimizations. Capri reduces check-
point overheads via 1) region size extension and 2) unnecessary
checkpoints removal. First, we found that although a large num-
ber (e.g., 1k stores) is given as a threshold, many of the resulting
regions contain fewer stores due to short loops 1 in programs (see
Section 4.3 and Figure 11). In light of this, Capri presents specu-
lative loop unrolling that unrolls the loop even if iteration counts
are unavailable at compile time. In this way, the Capri compiler
significantly extends the region sizes for short loops in programs.
Second, Capri leverages existing compiler analysis to reduce check-
point overheads further [39], i.e., it removes register-checkpointing
stores if their register values can be reconstructed by other register
values at recovery time. Finally, Capri rearranges checkpointing
stores to prevent repeated checkpoints of the same register inside
the loop body.

1.4 Experimental methodology and evaluation
results

For evaluation, we used the full-system simulation mode of a cycle-
accurate architecture simulator [9]. Notably, we re-compiled the
entire Linux Kernel with our Capri compiler to include the OS in the
whole-system persistence domain. Our experiments demonstrate
that Capri accomplishes lightweight whole-system persistence only
causing 0%, 12.4%, and 9.1% performance overheads in a geometric
mean for SPEC2017, STAMP, and Splash3 benchmarks, respectively.
Although a naive approach may slow down the benchmark up to
2X, our novel architecture and compiler interaction achieves very
low performance overheads. Consequently, Capri makes it possible
to accommodate all programs as first-class citizen in the world of
persistence.

2 WHOLE-SYSTEM PERSISTENCE: DESIGN
GOALS

2.1 SW-Transparent Failure-Atomicity
We pursue an entirely transparent approach that does not require
program changes. The existing persistent applications in partial-
system persistence need to be re-written. For example, program-
mers should identify which data (e.g., objects) to place in NVM
and annotate them within transactions, such that the manually-
crafted recovery protocol can restore them to the correct and con-
sistent state. Unfortunately, ensuring failure-atomicity in persis-
tent applications often leads to a substantial change in applica-
tion design [60, 61]. Also, such modifications can be more error-
prone [20, 57–61, 67], breaking the failure-atomicity guarantee. To

1The loop body limits region sizes since it is challenging to measure the exact dynamic
store counts at the compile time if loop counts are unknown. See Section 4.3 for details.



make NVM programming more straightforward and less buggy,
multiple studies have presented frameworks that abstract com-
plex low-level techniques [24, 33, 44, 73] and spot potential buggy
codes [20, 57–61, 67]. On the other hand, this study aims to execute
programs without changes, eliminating error-prone modifications
with whole-system persistence.

2.2 Whole-System Failure-Atomicity
The second goal of this study is to provide failure-atomicity for
all applications by making the whole system persistent. Previous
proposals for partial-system persistence have been limited for the
following reasons. First, they protect and recover data only allocated
in NVM specified by programmers. This partial persistence results
in all volatile states in the register file, on-chip caches, and DRAM
disappearing when a power failure happens. Second, therefore,
the crash recovery necessitates restarting the program from the
beginning. However, such convention limits its applicability to
particular application domains such as in-memory databases [40, 43,
70] or key-value stores [12, 30, 38, 56, 77, 82], which are backed by
durable data structures [31, 42, 49, 65]. On the other hand, this study
targets whole-system persistence that restores the entire program
states from the register file to NVM and resumes them fromwhere they
were interrupted. Furthermore, these benefits are generally available
for even applications that do not have transactional semantics, such
as general-purpose CPU applications or multi-threaded scientific
workloads.

3 CAPRI: COMPILER/ARCHITECTURE
CO-DESIGN FORWHOLE-SYSTEM
PERSISTENCE

Capri pursues whole-system persistence while leveraging both
the high-density and non-volatility of NVM. That is, Capri tar-
gets the vertically integrated hybrid memory (e.g., Intel Optane’s
memory mode) that uses NVM as the main memory and DRAM
as hardware-managed off-chip caches. This section explains how
Capri guarantees region-level whole-system persistence without
program changes by 1) compiler-directed region partitioning and
2) architecture-enforced region failure-atomicity.

3.1 Region-level Whole-System Persistence
Capri provides region-level persistence that partitions the program
into a series of recoverable regions. At region boundaries, programs
produce checkpoints containing the current PC offset and live-
out register values (e.g., will be used in the following regions) so
that the recovery procedure can correctly restore register values.
Furthermore, data updated within a region by store instructions
must be persisted in NVM to proceed to the next region. In the end,
Capri restores the entire program state after a power failure using
checkpointed register values and data in NVM. Then, it resumes
programs from the beginning of the regionswhere they had a failure.
Note that checkpointed register values and NVM data are sufficient
to reconstruct the entire program state since the Capri architecture
guarantees all store instructions in each region recoverable from a
crash.
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Figure 1: Capri architecture overview. Capri uses NVM as the
main memory and DRAM as off-chip caches.

3.2 Compiler-directed Region Partitioning
The Capri compiler is responsible for placing region boundary
instructions and register-checkpointing stores. In particular, it uses
the number of stores as a region criterion to balance architecture
and compiler efforts. For example, it places region boundaries such
that the number of dynamic store instructions in each region does
not exceed the given threshold (e.g., 256 stores). Then, the core
hardware component in the Capri architecture—the non-volatile
proxy buffer (see Section 5.2)—is configured based on the threshold
used in the Capri compiler such that it prevents hardware overflow.

Along with the region boundary placement, the Capri compiler
calculates the minimal register set required for the recovery. First,
before proceeding to the next region, the Capri compiler performs
static analysis over the control flow graph to identify live-in regis-
ters to the next region. Then, it generates register-checkpointing
stores just like regular stores. In case of failure recovery, these
checkpointed registers are reloaded to restore the live-in register
set of the interrupted region.

3.3 Architecture-supported Region
Failure-Atomicity

Given the region formation and register-checkpointing stores delin-
eated by the Capri compiler, the Capri architecture ensures failure-
atomic execution for each region. Unlike previous studies that as-
sumed failure-atomic software [7, 8, 25, 34, 45, 64, 71], architecture
should provide atomic execution in a software transparent manner.
In particular, all stores in a region should become persistent in an
all-or-nothing-based manner before the next region persists, allow-
ing programs to restart from the beginning of the interrupt region
after failure recovery.

For this purpose, Capri supports two-phase atomic stores similar
to the hardware-based write-ahead logging approach [10, 22, 27,
35, 37, 68, 72]. Figure 1 shows Capri architecture and illustrates the
two-phase atomic store strategy with the decoupled proxy buffer
architecture. The front-end proxy buffer is placed alongside the L1
data cache, while the integrated memory controller contains the
back-end proxy buffer. Note that both the front- and back-end proxy
buffers are non-volatile (e.g., battery-backed SRAM buffers similar



to the previous study [7]). Having non-volatile proxy buffers is
critical to reducing the gap between volatile and persistent memory.

The two-phase atomic store guarantees failure-atomicity with
undo+redo logging. The undo+redo logging has an advantage over
undo or redo logging strategies. The first phase (colored orange
in Figure 1) generates proxy entries for all store instructions since
whole-system persistence considers all data as persistent data. Once
creating proxy entries of all stores in a region, the first phase com-
pletes. These proxy entries will travel through the proxy data path.
This uncacheable and separate path that directly connects the front-
end proxy to the per-core back-end in the memory controllers. The
proxy buffer guarantees that any store instructions are not reflected
on NVM until the first phase of atomic store completes. Therefore,
it is the safety net to prevent partial updates visible after failure
recovery. After the first phase completes, the second phase (colored
blue) copies proxy entries from the proxy buffer to NVM data. Note
that the Capri architecture ensures the first phase to happen before
the NVM updates while the second phase can occur at any time
after the first phase (see Section 5.1). Lastly, the Capri architecture
guarantees the in-order persistence of regions.

Since the front- and back-end proxy buffers are non-volatile
(e.g., battery-backed SRAMs), their contents are drained to NVM
at the time of power interrupt. Later, the recovery processes use
them to restore the consistent non-volatile main memory state (see
Section 5.4).

Lastly, to the best of our knowledge, supporting non-recoverable
operation such as I/O operations has been remained as the open
problem. That being said, since the Capri compiler places a region
boundary at the function calls, the function that implements I/O
operations is treated as a separate region—though it cannot be re-
covered due to the I/O operation. We believe that Capri can simply
handle I/O operations by checkpointing necessary status (e.g., be-
fore I/O operation starts). That way, the interruped I/O operation
can be restarted after recovery.

4 CAPRI COMPILER
The Capri compiler provides the region formation, which is the
building block of whole-system persistence in Capri. It primarily
performs two tasks on the binary. First, the Capri compiler parti-
tions the binary into fine-grained regions, considering the proxy
buffer capacity used as a safety net of the atomic store release. Then,
the compiler inserts checkpointing store instructions to preserve
the live-out registers to NVM.

Although compiler-directed region formation and checkpointing
stores are not new [15, 16, 32, 47, 52–55, 74, 84, 85], the interplay
between compiler and architecture makes Capri stand out among
the previous studies. In particular, the goal of the Capri compiler is
to delineate regions as large as possible and tominimize NVMwrites
(as checkpointing stores amplify NVMwrites) such that architecture
ensures failure atomicity without significant performance loss.

4.1 Region Formation
At first glance, region formation appears to be trivial; for example,
one can count the store instructions while traversing the control
flow graph (CFG) and insert boundaries before it exceeds a given

threshold. However, region formation is circularly dependent on cal-
culating the checkpoint set since checkpoint store instructions are
counted as regular stores. Thus, Capri cannot calculate the check-
point set and its location before determining the region boundaries.
As a result, placing region boundaries requires the binary contain-
ing register checkpoint stores, which in turn needs to identify the
boundaries first.

To break the circular dependence, Capri uses the following
heuristic. First, Capri considers all basic blocks in the CFG as ini-
tial regions and calculates the number of checkpoints to be instru-
mented in each region. In particular, Capri places a region boundary
at all the entry/exit points of functions and the beginning of each
loop header. Also, the Capri compiler considers memory fences and
atomic operations as region boundaries since they are critical to
guarantee correctness for multi-threaded programs [47, 55]. Then,
Capri splits the basic blocks if they have region boundaries in the
middle to ensure all regions starts at the beginning of basic blocks,
which helps compute the next step.

Next, while traversing the CFG, Capri attempts to combine initial
regions into larger regions as much as possible. By combining
them, Capri can remove many checkpoint instructions (i.e., stores)
because the registers can be no longer live-out to the later regions
after combining. The region criterion ensures that the number of
stores in each region will not overflow the threshold, including
the checkpoint stores. Moreover, Capri does not insert cache-flush
instructions (e.g., dccvap in ARM or clwb in X86).

4.2 Register-Checkpointing Stores
Capri leverages a novel compiler analysis to identify the minimal
register state necessary for restoring a recovery point (i.e., the most
recently committed region boundary) [53]. The checkpoint-set anal-
ysis investigates instructions that update registers and checkpoints
the resulting value if used in later regions. In particular, the Capri
compiler is interested in the last instructions that update the same
registers. If the compiler identifies those instructions, it inserts
checkpoint stores (i.e., regular store instructions with the regis-
ter values as operands) immediately following them to store the
updated values in a reserved memory location.

The checkpointed register values are used when recovering from
a power failure. They have fixed destination addresses such that
it is easily accessible through an index within an array during the
recovery process. For this purpose, the Capri compiler allocates a
global array where all registers have mapped into the dedicated
slots. For example, r0 is mapped into the index zero. This global
array checkpoint storage is feasible since the Capri compiler creates
checkpoints for the architectural register, which is statically fixed
in number. Please refer to Section 5.4 for the recovery protocol.

4.3 Extending Region with Speculative Loop
Unrolling

The Capri compiler guarantees that all regions have at most as
many stores as the threshold. However, this does not mean that
regions will have the exact threshold number of stores. Instead,
many regions have fewer stores than the threshold—because of short
loops in programs. For example, the compiler makes conservative
decisions when dealing with loops since it is challenging to measure
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the exact dynamic store counts at the compile time if loop counts
are unknown. Therefore, it places a region boundary in the loop
header, limiting the region size into the loop body, as shown in
Figure 2(a). Furthermore, as a result, the value of register 𝑟0 holding
the loop index variable is repeatedly checkpointed for every loop
iteration.

However, such short regions do not match the goal of the re-
gion formation that pursues as large region sizes as possible to
reduce persistence overheads. Capri aims to maximize the region
length since it reduces the register-checkpointing stores and the
region boundary instructions, which leads to unburdening the core
pipeline and the memory pressure.

To that end, Capri presents a novel loop unrolling strategy, spec-
ulative loop unrolling that can be applied even if iteration counts are
unknown at the compile time and thus can lengthen the region size.
Speculative loop unrolling duplicates the loop body and loop exit
condition simultaneously. Figure 2(c) illustrates the resulting code
with speculative unrolling when the unrolling count is 3. Since the
code size is extended with multiple loop bodies, the Capri compiler
can insert region boundaries that produce longer lengths while en-
forcing the region threshold (i.e., without overflowing). As a result,
with speculative loop unrolling, the Capri compiler forms almost 3x
longer regions and reduces checkpointing stores for register 𝑟0 by
3x as well. On the other hand, the traditional loop unrolling cannot
increase the region size if loop exit condition is not a static-known
constant, as shown in Figure 2(b).

However, this speculative loop unrolling strategy does not bene-
fit general purposes since it introduces complex control flow which
can hurt other compiler optimizations, e.g., instruction scheduling
and pointer analysis. That being said, this speculative loop unrolling
is particularly tailored for region-level whole-system persistence
where the larger region comes with better performance. Our evalua-
tion shows that the speculative loop unrolling improves benchmark
performance significantly.

4.4 Redundant Checkpoint Stores Elimination
The Capri compiler checkpoints live-in registers of regions to the
memory in case of failure recovery, which degrades the perfor-
mance and induces more memory writes which is harmful espe-
cially for NVM [13, 21, 36, 63, 75, 76, 80, 83, 84, 86]. This section
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describes compiler techniques to reduce the number of checkpoint
stores by 1) removing them if they can be reconstructed at the recov-
ery process and 2) moving them out of a loop to prevent repeated
checkpoints of the same register.

4.4.1 Optimal Checkpoint Pruning. Although the Capri compiler
identifies the minimal checkpoint set required for restoring a re-
gion (see Section 4.1), register-checkpointing stores can be further
reduced with the following key insight. Checkpoints can be omitted
if register values can be reconstructed using other checkpointed
values available at recovery time. Capri leverages the optimal check-
point pruning in the recent study [39]. The optimal pruning algo-
rithm detects unnecessary checkpoints and replaces them with
recovery codes to restore the pruned value.

Figure 3 shows how Capri removes the checkpoint stores and
generates the reconstruction code. Suppose that a system crash or
power failure happens in region #2. Region #2’s input registers r1,
r2, and r3 have been checkpointed in the prior regions, e.g., line 1c,
2c, and 4c/5c. Note that one of r2’s checkpoint at lines 4c and 5c
happens in region #1, depending on the path taken in the branch
at line 3. Here, Capri can safely remove both checkpoints at line
4c and line 5c since the checkpointed r1 and r3 can reconstruct
r2’s value, as illustrated in the recovery block in Figure 3. The
recovery block of region #2 executes the backward slice of the
pruned checkpoint, including the branch to reconstruct r2 according
to the checkpointed predicate r1, and jumps back to the recovery
PC, i.e., the beginning of region #2.

4.4.2 Moving Checkpoints Out Of Loops. For checkpoint stores
remaining after pruning, the Capri compiler explores opportunities



to further reduce the number of checkpoints by rearranging them.
In particular, checkpointing stores are necessary for persisting reg-
isters values used in the later regions to restore the recovery points,
which are the region boundaries. Therefore, the Capri compiler has
the freedom to rearrange or delay the checkpoint stores from the
original locations—immediately after the last load instruction up-
dating the register—down to any points before the region boundary
without any harm.

Capri leverages this observation to further reduce checkpointing
stores by moving checkpoint stores in a loop to out of it, similar to
loop invariant code motion (LICM) optimization. In Figure 4, the
Capri compiler moves r1’s checkpoint at line 2c out of a loop, reduc-
ing repeated checkpoints for the same register. In addition, another
checkpoint at line 1c can be removed since the r1’s checkpoint
moved to the region boundary.

5 CAPRI ARCHITECTURE
5.1 2-Phase Atomic Store with Undo+Redo

Logging
Capri uses the two-phase store protocol with undo+redo logging
to provide failure-atomicity. Using the undo+redo-based approach
brings the following advantages over undo- or redo-based ones.

5.1.1 Indirect Read-Free. The Capri architecture does not change
data movements within the regular memory hierarchy. Thus, it pro-
vides indirect read-free; memory loads and stores perform the same
way as the current architecture. On the other hand, the previous
redo logging approaches have dealt with the so-called indirect read
problem. In particular, since redo logging keeps newly updated
values in the log area before transactions or atomic regions commit,
a memory load at some levels must pay additional search overheads
to seek the latest value in the log.

The previous studies have proposed various ways to deal with
this problem. In common, they change the way program updates
NVM such that dirty cache blocks are silently dropped while only
the logs update them [10, 34, 45, 64]. For example, Jeong et al. and
Nalli et al. use HW bloom filters to reduce indirect reads [35] or
delay the reads [64]. In addition, Kolli et al. incorporate the cache
coherence to eliminate indirect reads [45]. Furthermore, Cai et al.,
introduces a fast buffer to minimize the search costs at the memory
controller [10], and Jeong et al. speculate that indirect reads are
not required because they have a rare chance to find the value in
the log [34]. On the other hand, Capri eliminates indirect reads
without altering the regular data path (i.e., not dropping dirty cache
blocks). Thus, the program never accesses the proxy buffer during
execution.

5.1.2 Asynchronous Region Persistence. Similar to the redo-based
approach, undo+redo logging provides asynchronous persistence.
Therefore, the Capri architecture enforces region-level persistence
(almost) without stalling or delaying program execution. Instead,
the persistence of store instructions happens in the background
while execution proceeds in the following region. This advantage
will be limited if using undo principle.

5.1.3 Compared to the previous undo+redo approach [68]. Although
the previous work has already employed the undo+redo principle in

addr(8B) Undo Data(64B) Redo Data(64B)type(1-bit)

addr(8B) Undo Data(64B) Redo Data(64B) Redo valid-bit(1-bit)type(1-bit)

(a) front-end proxy entry

(b) back-end proxy entry

Figure 5: Front-end and back-end proxy entries.

persistent memory [68], Capri has the following new contributions
over the previous work. First, Capri relies on a two-phase atomic
store to persist regions without explicit cache flushes. Hence, it does
not change the cache structure at all. In contrast, the previous study
periodically scans the cache hierarchy to flush dirty data to NVM
with hardware tag extension. Second, Capri aims for whole-system
persistence that makes any programs crash-consistent, while the
previous study assumes persistent applications with transactions.

5.2 Decoupled Proxy Buffer Architecture
The two-phase atomic store uses the proxy buffer as the safeguard
to prevent partial updates visible after failure recovery. That is,
each phase of store release is strictly ordered by intervening in the
proxy buffer as a bridge. Thus, before completing the first phase,
the second phase does not begin.

5.2.1 Front-End Proxy and the First Phase of Stores. The first phase
of the atomic store generates proxy entries that consist of the home
address and two cache lines (e.g., one for before and another for
after the update), as shown in Figure 5(a). Capri creates proxy
entries for every store instruction in the L1 data cache. In case of
a cache miss, it waits until the cache fetches and allocates a block.
Then, Capri obtains the old cache line (e.g., before the update) and
the new cache line (e.g., after the update) and stores them in the
front-end proxy buffer. Note that the front-end proxy will merge
proxy entries with the same address within a region. If not merged,
it appends the entry at the end of the front-end proxy buffer. The
first phase completes when all stores in regions create associated
proxy entries since the front-end proxy buffer is non-volatile.

It is essential to persist regions sequentially. To delineate regions
within the proxy buffer, region boundary instructions also occupy
the front-end proxy buffer. A single-bit indicator in the entry (e.g.,
type as shown in Figure 5) determines whether the entry is region
boundary. The region boundary entry contains no address and data,
but it only serves as a delimiter between entries. In addition, the
front-end proxy buffer does not merge proxy entries even if two
entries have the same address when they belong to the different
regions. This way, proxy entries in each region become persistent
in sequential order.

The front-end proxy buffer is a fixed and small non-volatile
buffer (e.g., battery-backed SRAMs). Please refer to Section 6.1 for
detailed information. The front-end proxy buffer flushes entries as
much as possible to make space so as not to block the pipeline. In
other words, the core pipeline does not stall as long as the front-end
proxy has space to allocate new entries.

Optimizations: Since the front-end proxy buffer pressures the
memory side with additional traffic, it is important to reduce the
size of proxy entries. To mitigate memory pressure derived from the
front-end proxy, Capri employs the following optimizations. First,



the front-end proxy buffer does not allocate entries for register-
checkpointing stores since their recovery protocol is different from
non-checkpointing (e.g., regular) stores (see Section 5.4 for the re-
covery protocol of Capri). Instead, Capri keeps dedicated register
file storage near the front-end proxy buffer. Hence, only regular
store instructions populate the front-end proxy buffer entries. Fur-
thermore, as a result of compiler-directed region partitioning, there
are many regions without stores. In this case, the front-end proxy
buffer does not allocate an entry for the region boundary to save
traffic to the back-end.

5.2.2 Back-End Proxy and the Second Phase of Stores. The second
phase of the atomic store moves data from the back-end proxy to
NVM home address (i.e., NVM is the non-volatile main memory).
The memory controller contains per-core back-end proxy buffers.
Figure 5(b) illustrates the back-end proxy entry. The back-end proxy
buffer receives proxy entries from the front-end through the proxy
data path, separated and dedicated data path for each core to each
back-end buffer. Note that the back-end does not flush entries until
it accepts the region boundary entry. Instead, once the back-end
receives the region boundary entry, it moves redo data of all proxy
entries of the given region depending on the redo valid-bit (see
Section 5.3 for discussion about the redo valid-bit). Lastly, Capri
performs the second phase of stores in the granularity of regions
(e.g., proxy entries between region boundary entries).

The interplay of architecture and compiler determines the back-
end proxy buffer sizes. Since the back-end proxy must be large
enough to accommodate all proxy entries of any given single region,
it must be greater or equal to the number of proxy entries multiplied
by the threshold given by the compiler. This requirement is essential
to provide the two-phase atomic store protocol. If the back-end
proxy does not buffer all proxy buffer entries of the region, partial
updates remain after crash recovery.

5.3 Enforcing the Persist Order
Capri proposes a distinctive architecture that allows both dirty
cache line writeback and separate data paths to update NVM, while
all related studies permit either only one of them to do so [10, 22,
25, 34, 35, 37, 45, 64, 68]. In particular, Capri does not guarantee
the persist order between the regular path (e.g., through on-chip
and off-chip caches) and proxy path. Hence, the persists between
two paths can come in any order, resulting in an inconsistent main
memory state if not properly handled. Although such inconsistency
does not harm crash consistency, it can leads to a stale read problem.

5.3.1 Stale Reads. Consider an example in Figure 6. The program
executes two regions that both modify address A to 10 and 20,
respectively. The proxy path generates separate proxy entries for
stores in regions #1 and #2 without merging since they belong
to different regions. On the other hand, two stores are merged in
the cache hierarchy. Hence, the regular path causes only a single
writeback request (assuming the MOESI coherence protocol to
minimize unnecessary writeback). Since cache writeback requests
tend to arrive later than proxy entries from the proxy path (or non-
temporal paths) [34, 71], the arrival order is ➊ ➜ ➋ ➜ ➌ in most
cases. If so, this persist order does not harm memory consistency,
and thus no stale reads happen most of the time.

...
...

A = 10

...
...

A = 20region #2

region #1

NVM

regulat-path

(on-chip & off-chip caches)
proxy-path

A=10

A=20

A=203 1

2

Program

Figure 6: The stale read problem due to unordered persist
between the regular and proxy paths.

However, for a rare chance, the order could change due to the
delayed second phase of a region or a particular access pattern in
the program that evicts the cache line quickly. In particular, ➊ ➜ ➌

➜ ➋ or ➌ ➜ ➊ ➜ ➋ can be possible (note that ➊ ➜ ➋ are always
serialized by the proxy path). For the former case (i.e., ➊ ➜ ➌ ➜

➋), it does not corrupt the correctness of Capri. Instead, the last
store (e.g., ➋) is unnecessary and thus wastes NVM bandwidth. On
the other hand, the latter case (i.e., ➌ ➜ ➊ ➜ ➋) causes stale reads
if the load request for A arrives between ➊ and ➋. In that case,
although the correct and latest value is 20, the load request reads
10 from NVM.

Although this misordering may cause stale reads, it does not
corrupt recovery. In particular, whether the power failure happens
in all combinations, Capri can always recover to the latest recovery
point (e.g., the region boundary) since the recovery procedure relies
on undo+redo logging. Please see Section 5.4 for more details.

5.3.2 Stale Read Prevention. Capri introduces two techniques that
manipulate the redo valid-bit in the proxy entry to prevent stale
reads. First, it scans the back-end proxy buffer when dirty cache
block writeback happens and unsets (e.g., invalidates) the redo valid-
bit of entries that match the address. Then, it skips proxy entries
with the redo valid-bit unset during the second phase atomic store.
For example, in two scenarios above (e.g., ➊ ➜ ➌ ➜ ➋ and ➌ ➜ ➊

➜ ➋ in Figure 6), Capri scans the back-end proxy buffer when the
dirty writeback (e.g., ➌) appears from the regular path and unsets
the redo valid-bit of A in the back-end proxy buffer. That way, the
last store (e.g., ➋) in the first example will not happen, saving NVM
bandwidth. Similarly, both proxy entries in regions #1 and #2 will
be skipped during the second phase store in the latter example.
Therefore, the stale read problem does not occur since NVM always
contains the latest value.

Second, when cache writeback occurs, Capri monitors the in-
coming entries from the proxy buffer to handle the case when the
back-end proxy buffer does not populate entries until the write-
back happens. For example, two entries (e.g., ➊ and ➋ in Figure 6)
are not populated yet when the writeback (e.g., ➌) appears. Then,
the scanning approach cannot mitigate the stale reads. Note that
this case is extremely infrequent if considering the latency of the
deep cache hierarchy, including on-chip and off-chip caches. Even
though such rare events occur, Capri can prevent the stale read
problem by monitoring the proxy path if the proxy entries to the
same address appear within the worst-case latency2. If ➊ and ➋

arrive within the window, their redo valid-bits are unset. Hence,

2The worst-case latency of the proxy path is determined in hardware design time
based on hardware specification. All packets are guaranteed to arrive to the destination
within this latency.



Capri does not copy them to NVM on the second phase of stores. If
not, the monitoring ends without doing anything.

5.4 Crash Recovery with Undo+Redo Logging
5.4.1 Recovery Protocol. Capri provides a safe recovery protocol
for whole-system persistence that does not require application-
specific recovery codes. That is, the operating system spawns re-
covery threads when the system reboots after failure. First, they
restore the main memory (NVM) state using proxy entries left in
the proxy buffer. In particular, Capri determines how to restore
regions depending on the two-phase store status (e.g., whether
the first phase has finished or not). For this purpose, the recovery
threads check the region boundary entry as it serves as the commit
marker. If one exists after data proxy entries, it indicates that the
region has been interrupted after completing the first phase. If not
found, the region did not finish the first phase. For regions that have
completed the first phase before failures, the recovery threads copy
redo data of proxy entries of the region to NVM. On the other hand,
regions that have not completed the first phase will be rollbacked.
In particular, undo data in proxy entries of these regions are used
to restore the value before executing them.

Second, the recovery threads restore the register values for each
physical core using the register checkpointing storage in NVM.
When the Capri compiler generates register-checkpointing stores,
their destination addresses are fixed since the number of architec-
tural registers is statically determined in the ISA. Hence, the recov-
ery threads reload the architectural register values using the prede-
fined mapping between the register file and physical addresses.

Once the recovery protocol completes failure recovery, programs
can resume from the beginning of the interrupted regions. Note
that restoring the non-volatile main memory and register values
in cores is sufficient for whole-system persistence since previous
regions have already persisted in the main memory.

5.4.2 Handling Cache Writeback. Capri guarantees sequential per-
sistence of regions for crash recovery. However, the dirty cache
writeback may break the sequential persist order of regions since
Capri allows NVM updates from both caches and proxy paths. For
example, Figure 7 illustrates the program executing two regions.
Suppose that region #1 completes the first phase stores while re-
gion #2 performs the first phase (Figure 7(a)). All back-end proxy
entries are already allocated on the right side of the figure. Then,
in Figure 7(b), the cache writeback updates address A before the
second phase of region #1 (e.g., proxy entries still exist). Hence, the
redo valid-bits of entries with address A become unset (see Sec-
tion 5.3). Next, in Figure 7(c), assume that a power failure happens
after region #1 completes two-phase atomic stores while region #2
does not finish the first phase. However, NVM is inconsistent as A
is supposed to be the value 10 updated by the store in region #1. As
shown in Figure 7(d), Capri can restore the value of A to 10 using
the undo data of proxy entries A in the proxy buffer.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Methodology
We implemented compiler techniques described in Section 4 in the
LLVM 13.0 compiler infrastructure [48] and architecture support
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(a) Region #1 completes the first phase stores while region #2 is in the middle of the
first phase.
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(b) Cache writeback to A happens. Invalidate proxy entries in the back-end proxy
buffer that match address A.
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Figure 7: Undo+redo logging enables crash recovery even
with unordered persists between regular and proxy paths.

Table 1: Simulator configuration.

Processor ARMv8 (64-bit) ISA, 2GHz, 8way-OoO
128/72-entry Ld/St Queue

L1 I/D Cache
32/32KB, 8-way, private
2ns hit latency
(1ns tag/1ns data latency)

L2 Cache
16MB, 16-way, shared
20ns hit latency
(10ns tag/10ns data latency)

Integrated Mem Ctrl. 32/64-entry DRAM read/write queue
32/16-entry NVM read/write queue

DRAM 8GB, DDR4 2400MHz
NVM 32GB, Read = 150ns, Write = 300ns
Proxy Path 20ns latency

explained in Section 5 in the gem5 simulator [9]. We conduct our
simulation with ARMv8 (64-bit) ISA, modeling an 8-core out-of-
order processor with the vertically-integrated hybrid memory such
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Figure 8: Normalized execution cycles with different store thresholds.
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Figure 9: Normalized execution cycles with different compiler optimizations.

as the memory mode of the Intel Optane [3]. Table 1 shows the
simulation configuration in detail. We configured the integrated
memory controller that governs DRAM and NVM with a separated
read/write queue. The hardware-managed DRAM cache has 64B
of cache block size [81] and uses a direct-mapped policy. Also, we
set the write-pending queue (WPQ) size of 16 entries [81] while
the WPQ is in the part of the persistent domain. The front-end
proxy buffer size is fixed to 32 entries (e.g., 4KB), while the number
of back-end proxy buffer entries is the same as the threshold. For
instance, the threshold of 256 requires 32KB per-core non-volatile
storage (e.g., battery-backed SRAMs) for the back-end proxy buffer.

We evaluated Capri with both single-threaded (SPECCPU2017 [6]
and STAMP [62]) and multi-threaded (Splash3 [69]) benchmarks.
All benchmarks were compiled with standard -O3 optimization,
and the default threshold number of stores in each region is 256.
We ran these benchmarks using the full-system simulation mode
of gem5 with ARM Linux Kernel 4.14.239 compiled with the Capri
compiler. Therefore, the operating system contains the region for-
mation and register-checkpointing stores. For SPEC CPU2017, we
fast-forwarded 10 billion instructions and simulated the following
2 billion instructions (excluding region boundary and checkpoint
store instructions). On the other hand, we simulated the entire pro-
gram execution for Splash3 and STAMP. Furthermore, we compiled
STAMP benchmarks as a sequential program. Lastly, all results are
normalized to the unmodified programs that do not have region
boundary instructions and checkpoint stores.

6.2 Performance Evaluation
Different Store Thresholds. Figure 8 shows execution cycles of

each benchmark from SPEC CPU2017, STAMP, and Splash3 while
varying the store thresholds used to determine the region formation
in the Capri compiler. In addition, we synergically applied compiler

optimizations such as speculative unrolling, checkpoint pruning,
and LICM and plotted the best combination of them.

The trend clearly shows that the larger thresholds (and thus
longer regions) provide better performance because of fewer check-
pointing stores and the less dynamic instruction count increase.
For example, there are clear performance improvements when in-
creasing the threshold from 32 to 64 for several benchmarks such as
508.namd_r from CPU2017, ssca2 from STAMP, and volrend, water-
nsquared, and water-spatial from Splash3. As a result, Capri, with
the threshold of 32, incurs a 20% slowdown compared to volatile ex-
ecution, while increasing the threshold to 64 halves the slowdown,
on average.

Finally, Capri incurs only a 5.1% performance overhead com-
pared to volatile programs—when the threshold is 256—with the
help of the novel Capri architecture. First, the front-end proxy buffer
effectively reduces the volatile and persistence gap while hiding
the data movement from the front to the back-end proxy in the
background. Furthermore, since Capri takes the indirect read-free
design, memory loads—which is more critical than stores in mod-
ern computer architecture—are never slowed down unlike prior
work [34, 45, 64].

Compiler Optimization. This section discusses how the Capri
compiler optimizations, i.e., speculative unrolling, checkpoint prun-
ing, and LICM, affect application performance. Figure 9 shows
execution cycles of the tested benchmarks while accumulatively
applying the compiler optimizations. For instance, the blue bars
indicate the performance overheads of placing region boundary
instructions without checkpointing stores (thus not failure atomic).
The yellow bars show the resulting overheads when checkpointing
stores are inserted on top of the region formation. Similarly, the
right-most purple bars correspond to the overheads of getting all
our compiler optimization techniques enabled.
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Figure 10: Average number of instructions in regions.
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Figure 11: Average number of store instructions in regions.

First, our speculative loop unrolling turns out to be effective for
many of the benchmarks since it expands region lengths signifi-
cantly, as shown in Section 6.3. This speedup empirically proves that
most programs contain short loops—harmful for region-level whole-
system persistence, but Capri’s speculative loop unrolling effec-
tivelymitigates this challenge by lengthening the loop body. Second,
the best-performing set of our compiler optimization techniques
differ across the benchmarks—mainly due to the non-identical ap-
plication characteristics such as store density, live-out registers,
and how they are defined. In addition, although checkpoint pruning
and LICM techniques do not show noticeable speedup in geometric
mean, they reduce NVM writes and thus are particularly beneficial
in terms of improved power consumption and NVM endurance.

6.3 Region Formation
This section reports the average region length (e.g., the number
of instructions therein) and the average number of stores (includ-
ing checkpoints) in regions with different compiler techniques in
Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Region length directly relatd to
performance; for example, 508.namd, ssca2, and volrend show huge
speedup when region sizes grow by using speculative loop un-
rolling. Checkpoint pruning and LICM optimizations reduce the
region sizes since they remove checkpoint stores. Furthermore,
even if the Capri compiler takes 256 stores as the threshold number
to delineate the region boundaries, the resulting formation reveals
that each region has fewer stores than the threshold. These results
indicate that program structures such as loops and function calls
are frequently happening in program execution, limiting the effi-
ciency of the Capri’s region partitioning. Since it is expected to
reduce whole-system persistence costs with longer regions, our
future work is to devise a new algorithm to formulate regions with
having more instructions.

7 OTHER RELATEDWORK
Battery-Backed Buffers: Recent advances in persistent memory
technology propose to locate the battery-backed buffer close to
cores to reduce persistence overheads [1, 7, 23, 66]. For example, In-
tel announced enhanced-ADR (eADR) that includes on-chip caches
within the persistent domain [1]. This feature expects to show dras-
tic performance improvement by removing cache flush overheads
in persistent memory applications, although implementing eADR
turns out to be non-trivial [2]. Besides, whole-system persistence
requires similar hardware support that covers on-chip caches [66].
Furthermore, several research papers have proposed battery-backed
buffers in the cache hierarchy that substantially reduces the capaci-
tor size. For example, TSOPER uses a battery-backed buffer, atomic-
group buffer (AGB), between LLC and NVM [23]. BBB places it
alongside the L1 cache [7]. But, all these works need changes in
the cache coherence mechanisms while Capri does not. The BPB is
the proxy buffer to NVM that prevents partial updates rather than
serving demand loads.

Compiler-DirectedRegionPartitioning: Capri leverages com-
piler analysis to partition program into a series of recoverable
regions. Despite different region criteria and goals, prior studies
leverage such compiler-directed region partitioning, e.g., iDO [50]
and Penny [39] form side-effect-free idempotent regions for power
failure recovery and soft error recovery, respectively. Also, other
prior studies use a gated store buffer (SB) [16, 51, 55, 85]—as a
redo buffer—and split program into a series of regions with the
SB size in mind so that no region overflows the SB. For example,
Turnstile [55] and Turnpike [85] both take advantage of the SB-
aware region formation for soft error resilience, while CoSpec [16]
exploits the region formation to achieve crash consistency across
frequent power failure in energy harvesting systems [14–16, 51]



that do not have caches. On the other hand, Capri targets whole-
system persistence for general-purpose computing platform with
deep cache hierarchy.

8 CONCLUSION
To leverage both high-density and in-memory persistence benefits
of NVM, the users of Intel Optane are forced to select the app-
direct mode over the memory mode. As a result, only a handful of
applications can resort to the both benefits at the expense of persis-
tent programming difficulty. To address the limitation, this paper
introduced Capri, a compiler/architecture co-design scheme for
region-level whole-system persistence. Unlike partial-system per-
sistence, Capri makes any programs failure-atomic without source
code change while letting them enjoy both high-density and in-
memory persistence simultaneously. This guarantee is particularly
promising for the Optane users since Capri can free them from
all the headaches of persistent programming including notorious
crash consistency bugs. To achieve this, the Capri compiler gener-
ates recoverable regions while Capri architecture guarantees their
execution to be crash-consistent. Furthermore, Capri’s compiler
and architecture optimizations enable lightweight whole-system
persistence (5.1% average slowdown), thereby offering all programs
high-performance persistence with increased memory space.
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